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THE MAGAZINE AT A GLANCE
F I R ST I S S U E

January 1998

F R E Q U E N CY

10 times per year

D I ST R I B UTI O N

Across Alberta to subscribers, on newsstands and inserted into various newspapers

C I R C U L ATI O N

10,000

C OVE R P R I C E

$7.95

S U B S C R I PTI O N S

$40/year

E D ITO R IAL C O NTE NT

Alberta politics, social issues and culture

R EA D E R P R O F I LE

Well-educated engaged citizens who prefer to read in print

READER PROFILE

WHAT OUR
READERS SAY

Alberta Views’ strength is in our readers. We conduct a biennial reader
survey so that we know exactly who our readers are and what they are
interested in. *

DEMOGRAPHICS
men
women
age 55+
retired
are post-secondary degree holders
have a Masters or Ph.D.
have annual HHI of $100,000+

CIRCULATION

Major purchases
91% own their home
68% would considering switching to
renewable energy
31% would consider moving to a condo
24% would consider buying a new car
in the next 2 years

DISTRIBUTION

Paid subscriptions
Newsstands
Controlled
(Globe & Mail, National Post and
other Alberta newspaper insertions)

Patrons of the arts
Attend 9 cultural events per year on average
40% visited a museum, gallery or
exhibition as a result of something
we published
44% attend theatre performances
37% attended a cultural performance
(theatre, dance, music) based on
information they saw in Alberta Views

6,000
2,000
2,000

Geographic distribution is approximately
one-third Edmonton, one-third Calgary
and one-third the rest of Alberta. 7% of our
subscribers live outside the province.
* Survey conducted April 2020. 2,386 surveys emailed,
469 responses for a 19.7% response rate

Avid readers
Purchase 16 books annually on average
49% bought a book as a result of something
we published
68% visited a website based on something
they saw in Alberta Views
85% list reading as a leisure pursuit

IS UNIVERSAL BASIC
DIALOGUE SPOT ILLUSTRATIONS
INCOME A GOOD IDEA?
ILLUSTRATIONS: MAR 1, 2021

PRIVATIZING ALBERTA’S
PUBLIC HOUSING

“Alberta Views is a voice of
independence in a generic
world. It deals with issues that
unite us and divide us.”
geo takash,

documentary filmmaker

“It is a singular and consistent
representative of who we are as
Albertans. It shows we have a
heart and soul.”
jeremy sturgess, architect

“Through the magazine we
recognize what we share and
what we have in common.”
raj pannu,

retired University professor
and former MLA

“I find those who have
critical views of conservatives
can provide a great deal of
perspective about what will
pass muster with Albertans.”

CHRIS PECORA — HI@CHRISPECORA.COM — 403–978-8769

THE BLOODHOUND:
WINNING FICTION

danielle smith,

N E W P E R S P E C T I VE S F O R E N G AG E D C IT IZ E N S / / DE C E M BE R 2 0 2 1

THE $74-BILLION EXPERIMENT

What we
learned from
CERB

former politician and current media
personality

Universal Basic Income

Frequent travellers
Average 8 trips in Alberta and 3 within
Canada annually

“The writing is fantastic; it’s
vivid, it’s thoughtful.
naheed nenshi,

former mayor of Calgary

$7.95

PM40024877

DISPLAY UNTIL DEC 13, 2021

Environmentally conscious
36% made a purchase based on
Alberta Views content
60% say a company’s environmental
responsibility influences their
purchasing

IS AIMCO A GOOD
MONEY MANAGER?

CHRYSTIA FREELAND’S
ALBERTA ROOTS

PAULA SIMONS
ON NEXT YEAR

N E W P E R S P E C T I V E S FO R E N G AG E D C I T I Z E N S / / A P R I L 2 02 1

SIX REVENUERAISING IDEAS
FOR A
GOVERNMENT
LACKING
IMAGINATION
PM40024877

Loyal to Alberta
69% say they are more likely to buy a 		
product if it’s made locally
84% have lived in Alberta for 20+ years

DISPLAY UNTIL APRIL 19, 2021

Connected to the magazine
88% discuss what they read with others
48% have read Alberta Views for 6+ years
35% spend 3 to 5 hours reading each issue

10,000

PRINT RUN

$7.95

53%
47%
78%
63%
80%
45%
47%

Active lifestyles
59% hike
40% do volunteer work
51% like to garden
46% enjoy dining out
34% like going to the movies
52% exercise and/or participate in sports
23% are into arts and crafts

“Alberta Views is asking the
right questions about really
tough issues.
aritha van herk, writer

“It keeps me sane.”

clem martini, playwright

EDITORIAL CONTENT
Alberta Views has a history of journalistic excellence spanning
almost a quarter century, including winning Canadian
Magazine of the Year in 2009 (National Magazine Awards).

Heaven at
the Citadel.

EDMONTON

Breathe.
Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies, Banff, September 24, 2020–January 17, 2021

ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL

A snapshot of the cultural life of Alberta

• Feature articles on politics, social issues and culture

A Christmas Carol
By Charles Dickens, adaptation
by Geoffrey Simon Brown.
A filmed digital production
by Theatre Calgary,
until Dec 31, 2020
tcTakeout: The Arts Delivered!

EDMONTON

Heaven
By Cheryl Foggo,
featuring Helen Belay,
Horizon Series Live.
As Black pioneers fled the
southern US, Canadian
settlements weren’t just the last
stop; they were heaven. In Amber
Valley, Alberta, schoolteacher
Charlotte arrives from Ontario
to make a better life for herself.
Citadel Theatre, Shoctor Theatre,
Jan 23–Feb 14

CALGARY

Annie: The Musical
By Thomas Meehan, music by
Charles Strouse, lyrics by Martin
Charnin, based on Little Orphan
Annie. Annie is determined to
find the parents who abandoned
her at New York City Orphanage.
Storybook Theatre, Beddington
Theatre Arts Centre,
until Jan 2

theatrecalgary.com/takeout

The Voice on the Wire
By Robert Sloane,
Vertigo Mystery Radio,
Vertigo Theatre
Available for download

Brian
McArthur
sculpture
at ACC.

we the same
By Sangeeta Wylie, directed by
Pat Chan Lai Ngo,
University of Calgary,
Reeve Theatre, Feb 5–13

GRANDE PRAIRIE

The Gravitational Pull of
Bernice Trimble
By Beth Graham
The tricky nature of the effects
of mental illness on family
dynamics.
Grande Prairie Live Theatre,
Jan 14–30

The Nenshi Years

Breathe. is a collection of traditionally crafted masks, each including an artist’s statement—a unique and beautiful
story by the maker. These stories reflect emotions from fear and sadness to hope and love currently being felt
around the world during the current COVID-19 pandemic.

ART GALLERY OF ALBERTA

borderLINE: 2020 Biennial of
Contemporary Art
Until Jan 3
Halie Finney: “The Ghosts of the
Mink Make a Big Spirit,”
until Jan 31
Curtis Talwst Santiago: Liming
Liming is a Trinidadian word
that means to meet, socialize,
hang out. Liming features
miniature dioramas of basement
parties in the artist’s childhood
home in Sherwood Park and a
dancefloor where visitors can
create their own celebrations.
Until Feb 14
100 Years: The Group of Seven
and Other Voices
On May 7, 1920, the Group of
Seven held their first formal
exhibition at the Art Gallery
of Toronto, initiating the
first coordinated Canadian
art movement. 100 Years
commemorates this anniversary

N AT H A L I E B E R T I N

THE SCENE
THEATRE

Alberta Craft Excellence
Marking the Alberta Craft
Council’s 40th anniversary, this
exhibition celebrates excellence
in Alberta fine craft. Jurists were
Natali Rodrigues, Sharon Rose
Kootenay and Jennifer Salahub.
Participating artists include:
Clay: Jim Etzkorn, Pamma
FitzGerald, Brian McArthur;
Fibre: Mackenzie Kelly-Frère,
Susan Kristoferson, Liv Pedersen,
Bonita Datta;
Glass: Bonny Houston, Marty
Kaufman, Brenda Malkinson;
Metal/Jewellery: Jackie
Anderson, Karen Cantine,
Sarabeth Carnat, Albertine
Crow Shoe, Charles LewtonBrain, Shona Rae, John SmithJones, Simon Wroot;
Wood: Kenton Jeske, Talar
and Jean-Claude Préfontaine,
Erin Schwab;
until Dec 24, 2020

JAN I C E SAXO N (H EAVE N)

IN EVERY ISSUE

Clockwise from top left: Lisa Shepherd, “How Much?” Buckskin, glass beads, tin jingles, cotton fabric, 25 cm × 21 cm × 6 cm.
Naomi Smith, “Honouring Our Medicines.” Glass/metal beads, velveteen, deer hide, brass sequins, 14 cm × 13 cm × 13 cm.
Terre Chartrand, “An Appeal to Mishibijiw.” Copper, 24 cm × 15 cm × 8 cm.
Howard Lafortune, “Wildman.” Cedar, paint, lemon oil, 10.5 cm × 16 cm × 8 cm.

Taking stock of the purple wave
8
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By CHRIS TURNER

I

FIND IT EASY TO FORGET WHAT CALGARY was
like when it all began—before what I’ll call the Nenshi
Years. It feels like a lifetime ago, several political
epochs back. Before the pandemic, before the Olympic
bid, before the flood. Before the boom—and whole
boom–bust cycle—ended. Before the PC collapse and
NDP’s surprise supernova, before Jason Kenney’s rise and rise
and ongoing splat.
Before all of that: 2007. The political baseline then, in Calgary
as in the province as a whole, was stagnation. Government as a
series of shrugs and self-congratulations. Who remembers what
Dave Bronconnier, the last person to sit in the mayor’s chair,
stood for? What his vision for the city was? Who remembers
voting in the 2007 municipal election? (I do. It was a pointless
errand en route to something more worthwhile, like dropping
payment for a gas bill in the mail. We used to do that too, then,
not so long ago—pay our bills by mail.) In 2007 the incumbent
mayor’s only serious opposition was a multi-millionaire dogged
by rumours of shady business dealings in Kenya who bought
a little more than 10 per cent of the vote. Incumbents were
returned in 9 of the 12 wards, two of them by acclamation.
Does it overstate the case to say no one really cared in 2007?
Voter turnout was 33 per cent. It had been even lower in the
2004 election. Maybe it doesn’t even overstate it to say no one
cared about municipal politics the whole decade.
It certainly felt like no one cared. I was doing research
back then for a small group called Sustainable Calgary, and
the consensus among municipal-level progressive non-profits
was that the problem wasn’t a lack of non-profits producing
reports full of good ideas but a yawning chasm between
ideas and implementation. Civic engagement seemed all but
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non-existent. And so a bunch of us got together to create a
little conference called CivicCamp to try to figure out how
to overcome the inertia of municipal politics, and one of the
people who helped organize it was a civic-minded business
prof from Mount Royal University named Naheed Nenshi.
And nothing was the same in Calgary politics after that.
So, yes, let’s be clear about the baseline. The baseline was
a shrug, a yawn, a backroom deal, a 20-year neighbourhood
development permit after half an hour of idle debate. And
let’s be clear as well that the change following the 2010
municipal election was seismic. However anyone might rate
the Nenshi years in Calgary, there is no denying they were
the Nenshi years.
That’s how it began—the first flush of optimism in a roaring
boomtown. A great purple wave carried a candidate who
initially polled nearly at zero to victory in a 2010 campaign
that used youth and diversity and newfangled social media to
wash over the city’s inertia and land its man in the mayor’s
chair. It ends this year, amid great anxiety, in a busted
boomtown reeling from the pandemic, a city whose political
climate feels some days like a toxic cloud. In early April
Nenshi announced he wouldn’t seek a fourth term. “There are
many voices that haven’t always felt heard,” he said, “and it felt
like the right time to make some room.”
I’m not at all objective on this subject, to be clear. Nenshi
is not a close enough friend that we share confidences—I
learned he wasn’t running again, as anyone else might, when
the news broke on Twitter—but he is close enough that
he’s handed me a gift of his mother’s excellent samosas in
my living room and it feels a little odd referring to him as
Nenshi, per journalistic convention, and not Naheed, as I’ve

CP; U OF C ARCHIVES

• Dialogue between two experts who disagree on an issue
• Meet the Minister: a profile of a provincial cabinet minister
in a key portfolio
• Eye on Alberta: a variety of news items and viewpoints from
around the province
• Arts Scene: local theatre, music, dance, visual arts
and literary events
• Constituency Close-up: focus on a provincial riding
• Book Reviews: new books from Alberta authors and 		
publishers
• Columnists: Senator Paula Simons, humorist Fred Stenson,
conservationist Kevin Van Tighem and
political observer Graham Thomson
• Citizen Action: first person accounts of what citizens have
done to make change

MUST-SEE EXHIBITION

VISUAL ART

A great purple wave
carried a candidate
who initially polled
nearly at zero
to victory in a
campaign that used
youth and diversity
and newfangled
social media to
wash over the
city’s inertia.
top: Calgary’s new mayor Naheed Nenshi speaks to the media the day after
being elected to the office, Oct 19, 2010. bottom: University of Calgary
student Nenshi arguing against the abolishment of corporate support for
universities, while his debating partner, Ezra Levant, listens, 1992.
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KENNEY VS.
CAMPGROUNDS
The ongoing saga
of Alberta’s parks
and recreation areas

JOURNALISTIC INTEGRITY
Our editors have their fingers on the pulse of Alberta and
source some of the province’s most respected writers to deliver
an informative, engaging and thought-provoking magazine.
Contributors include Chris Turner, Katherine Govier,
Clem Martini, Curtis Gillespie, Aritha van Herk, Myrna
Kostash, Rudy Wiebe, Susan Wright, Trina Moyles, Max
Fawcett, Ted Morton, Ricardo Acuna, Jeff Gailus, David
Climenhaga, Sharon J. Riley, Tim Bowling...

Text and photos by ANNALISE KLINGBEIL

I

HEAR CHILDREN GIGGLING, WOOD
being chopped and wind blowing through
towering lodgepole pines as I use the back of
a hatchet to tap my tent stakes into the soft,
pine-needle-covered earth. It’s a warm Friday
in mid-August, and I’ll spend the evening around a
campfire before tucking myself into a cozy sleeping
bag under the stars and waking up to cook breakfast
on a propane stove propped on a picnic table.
I’ve enjoyed camping since childhood and it
continues to bring me great joy as an adult. Whether
trekking for hours with a 40-pound pack into a
backcountry site, backing my Boler trailer into a
serviced campground, or dodging potholes and dirt
bikes while searching for the perfect spot to pitch a
tent and hang my hammock on Crown land, I love
the entire experience.
For those of us who like to camp, hike, picnic,
climb, canoe, ski, hunt or fish, Alberta has vast areas
of wilderness that make these activities possible.
Our parks system is made up of 473 sites that range
in size, amenities and style. They span nearly 4.4
million hectares in diverse landscapes from Rocky
Mountains to desert badlands. And our parks are
“an equalizer for our society,” says Natalie Odd,
director of the Alberta Environmental Network.
“You don’t have to be an adventurer with all the best
equipment and, you know, lightest-weight whatever.
You can just very easily get to a park and enjoy it for
a day—that’s something all Albertans can share.”
36
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR
ISSUE

THEME

DIALOGUE TOPIC

BOOKING
DEADLINE

ARTWORK
DEADLINE

ON NEWSSTAND
DATE

JAN/FEB

Education

Student debt

Nov 8, ‘21

Nov 10, ‘21

Dec 13, ‘21

MAR

Innovation

Inheritance tax

Jan 10

Jan 13

Feb 14

APR

Children’s Services

$10-a-day childcare

Feb 7

Feb 10

Mar 14

MAY

Infrastructure

Toll roads

Mar 7

Mar 10

Apr 18

JUN

Healthcare

Independent public health

Apr 11

Apr 14

May 16

JUL/AUG

Environment

Pine beetle eradication

May 9

May 12

Jun 13

SEP

Energy

Nuclear energy

Jul 11

Jul 14

Aug 15

OCT

Indigenous Relations

Renaming institutions

Aug 8

Aug 11

Sep 19

NOV

Culture

Arts funding

Sep 12

Sep 15

Oct 17

DEC

Democracy

Free speech

Oct 10

Oct 13

Nov 14

JAN/FEB 2023

25th Anniversary

Future of print

Nov 14

Nov 17

Dec 12
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ADVERTISE WITH US
• Reach an audience that matches your customer profile
• Speak to readers who are active community influencers
and discerning readers					

• Print is a way to stand out from the online crowd
• Receive maximum exposure within our pages:
we limit ad space in the magazine

☛

AD SIZES (in inches) Effective Jan 1, 2022

PRODUCTION SPECS

FULL PAGE
8.25 x10.75 +

0.25 bleed
all sides

1/2 VERTICAL

1/2 HORIZONTAL

1/6 PAGE

3.437 x 9.5

7.125 x 4.625

2.25 x 4.625

Please send finished ads to
creative@albertaviews.ca
All ads must be submitted as high
resolution PDFs with images and
fonts embedded. Images should
be CMYK and 300 dpi resolution.
Need assistance building your ad?
We’d be happy to help.

ADVERTISER
TESTIMONIALS

2/3 PAGE

1/3 SQUARE

1/3 VERTICAL

1/4 PAGE

4.687 x 9.5

4.687 x 4.625

2.25 x 9.5

3.437 x 4.625

AD RATES –

BOOK MULTIPLE INSERTIONS AND SAVE UP TO 30 % !

Rates are net of agency commission. 5% GST not included. All ads are full-colour.

FREQUENCY

1X

3X

10X

Outside back cover		

$ 2,200

2,000		

1,800

Inside covers		

$ 2,000

1,900		

1,700

Full page		

$ 1,900

1,700		

1,500

2/3 page		

$ 1,400

1,200		

1,100

1/2 page		

$ 1,100

1,000		

900

1/3 page		

$ 800

700

600

1/4 page		

$ 700

600

500

1/6 page		

$ 500

400

300

CONTACT
403 243 5334 ext. 1
Toll-free in Alberta: 1 877 212 5334
208, 320 23 Ave SW Calgary AB T2S 0J2 sales@albertaviews.ca

The Book Publishers Association
of Alberta has enjoyed a longtime collaboration with Alberta
Views magazine through our
“Read Alberta Books” advertising
feature. Being able to promote
excellent, locally published books
in a magazine that appeals to
book readers has been a win-win
experience for our members and
for Alberta’s readers.
Kieran Leblanc
BPAA
We discovered great value with
advertisements in Alberta Views.
The magazine reaches our target
market. Readers not only come
out and visit Meridian Beach, but
one has also bought property and
joined our community.
Nora Horner
Inshore Developments

www.albertaviews.ca

